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The Desire Experience

DESIRE is a unique weekend experience for kinky and leather women/GQ folx.  The main goal of 
DESIRE is to create an open and broad-minded environment for participants to learn, socialize, 
play, and express their sexuality in any way that they want to.  DESIRE is a rare opportunity to fulfill 
our wildest and deepest desires. 

Palm Springs is an ideal place for DESIRE because of the warm weather and beautiful scenery.  We 
transform a beautiful private resort into our own paradise where we can play outdoors day and 
night.  Everywhere you look the beauty of Palm Springs surrounds you--take it in, and enjoy the 
energy of the desert, as well as the energy and heat from all of the sexy play that will be taking 
place!

When you enter DESIRE you will find yourself immersed in a place where you really do have the 
freedom to explore and express your sexuality freely.  Inside the resort anything goes – from 
nudity to sex to SM play.  It’s exhilarating to be surrounded by kinksters being themselves and 
having fun.  The play parties in the evening under the stars are absolutely magical! 

DESIRE is an extraordinary educational event.  It is a safe place to explore and learn new kinks and 
sharpen the skills we already have.  We invite outstanding and highly skilled presenters who share 
their expertise through workshops and mentoring sessions, and who help create the DESIRE vision 
by fully participating in all activities with warm, positive energy.  One of the unique and central 
aspects of DESIRE is the mentoring opportunities available to participants.  We offer both 1-on-1 
and Small Group mentoring sessions. 

DESIRE has grown into an incredible and life affirming event.  Amazing things really do happen – 
just ask those that have been to DESIRE before.  It’s transformative and empowering to accept, 
embrace, express, and be our beautiful kinky selves.  Sharing these feelings and experiences with 
others creates a sense of intimacy and community that continues to grow every year. 

YOU are now a part of DESIRE!   
Now get your ravishing and kinky-as-hell self out there and play, play, play!!!
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Welcome to DESIRE 2019! 

WELCOME TO DESIRE 2019!
Welcome to DESIRE 2019!  We are so excited to be here with all of you!  DESIRE was created 
in 2004 by Olga, and modeled after OCLA’s Sampler and other events that she attended.  The 
intention was to create a safe space for women to play freely and to experience their fantasies.  
MIssion accomplished!  Over the last 14 years, DESIRE has continually grown and thrived, going 
on to become one of the longest running women’s leather events in the country.  Now in its 
15th year, DESIRE has evolved into an amazing community of friends and leather family, and is a 
powerful and personally transformative experience. 

Now in our second year as executive producers of DESIRE, it is an inspiring experience working in 
collaboration with an amazing group of senior staff who have given so generously of their time, 
talents, resources and energy to put DESIRE on.  We know we are blessed to work with staff who 
are brilliant, dedicated, and all of whom work some long hours in order to put on an amazing 
event, and for that, we’re deeply appreciative and  grateful to each of them!  Mahalo!

If this is your first DESIRE, it can be a significant experience, indeed a journey on so many 
levels.  We first started out as participants at DESIRE years ago, enjoying the workshops, 1-on-1 
Mentoring sessions, camaraderie, and of course, all the uninhabited play!  We were then asked 
to be Presenters, which we absolutely loved doing, and continue to do so.   Now as the executive 
producers of DESIRE, it is our goal to make this event a memorable and enjoyable one for every 
participant who attends.  Whether you’re a social butterfly, or on the more shy or reserved side, 
there’s something for everyone to enjoy, and this year will see the return of The Nexus of Desires 
and the Wheel of Pain--activities that we kicked off last year that are wicked fun and interactive.

Education is an important directive of DESIRE’s mission, and this year we have an excellent line-up 
of Presenters and a rousing schedule of workshops, 1-on-1’s, and Small Group Mentoring Sessions 
for you!  Our 2019 Presenters are a beautifully diverse and superb group of long-time players 
and we’re very excited to support those that are making their debut as Presenters at DESIRE!  
Thetopics offered this year as workshops and mentoring sessions are designed to so you can learn 
new or enhance your play skills, as well as engage and stimulate the mind, heart, body, and spirit.  
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Welcome to DESIRE 2019! 

Presenters are available throughout the weekend to talk to and learn from. They each bring with 
them a vast wealth of skills and knowledge and they’re here for you.  We highly encourage you to 
connect with and to get to know them!

As we embark upon this DESIRE weekend, it is our sincere hope that whether you’re a long-time 
participant or brand spanking new to the DESIRE experience, that this weekend feeds your hearts, 
minds, bodies, and your deepest desires in all of the most twisted, sexy, fun, and oh-so hot ways 
that DESIRE uniquely inspires!  We believe that women/GQ folx who are empowered to fully 
embrace and explore their sexual desires in a safe and supportive environment change not only 
themselves, but the world, and it is our honor and privilege to bring DESIRE 2019 to you.  ENJOY!!!

Yours In Leather and With Much Aloha~
Bikkja Amy & Naria  
DESIRE Executive Producers
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DESIRE is a unique event where all types of play is allowed and highly encouraged!  Take advantage 
of the opportunity to do things here that you don’t usually get to do at other events and 
dungeons.  It’s quite exciting and liberating to be able to play beyond the usual restrictions that 
are normally adhered to in public play spaces.  This is a players weekend – so go on and get your 
play on!! 

You will definitely see edge play this weekend, and if you have any questions about the safety 
of any ongoing play, please ask Naria, Bikkja Amy, or any of the Senior Staff that are on site.  All 
participants are encouraged to play hard, play safely, and with the utmost regard for their own 
personal safety as well as the safety of others at DESIRE.   We categorically endorse only Risk 
Aware Consensual Kink (RACK) at our event and in our community.  We denounce unwanted 
advances, undesired contact, and predatory behavior of any kind.  In addition, we espouse the 
values of Radical Self Care and Vocal Self Advocacy, especially at our event where we do not police 
any type of interaction and where we do not have Dungeon Monitors on site.  Final decisions 
regarding any questionable play or personal conduct will be made solely by Naria and Bikkja Amy.  
Violations may result in expulsion from the event with no refund of any monies expended.

We ask that all participants follow standard safety guidelines and play party etiquette.  This 
includes the following: 

All play MUST be consensual.  Period.  Consent violations will NOT be tolerated at DESIRE.  The 
flagrant disregard for boundaries that have been previously and mutually agreed upon by parties, 
may include expulsion from the event if deemed necessary as a solution to the incident.  Clearly 
articulate and negotiate all of your wishes, limits, and boundaries--EVERY SINGLE TIME YOU PLAY.  
This applies to private play scenes, and most especially applies to Open Community Events where 
physical contact is going to occur, such as the Nexus of Desires, the Wheel of Pain, etc.

For clarification, there are different types of Consent Violations such as:  
1.   Consent Accidents - These can occur because of error, miscommunication, misunderstanding, 
or not having all the information
2.  Consent Violations - When someone knowingly and willfully chooses to ignore or cross 
someone's limits and boundaries

PLAY GUIDELINES
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PLAY GUIDELINES

Safewords.  USE THEM.  RESPECT THEM.   
The DESIRE community safewords to be used for the weekend are:  

GREEN -- YELLOW -- RED

1. Be respectful and don’t interrupt ongoing scenes. 
2. Please don’t touch or use toys that aren’t yours. 
3. Please don’t “save” equipment for more than 10 minutes. 
4. Be considerate of time at a station when others are waiting to use it. 
5. Please engage in all fire play and water sports outside. 
6. There is absolutely NO blood, ejaculation, piss, genitalia, or ass play in the pool, spa, or 

public bathrooms. There is an outdoor shower that can be used for play. This especially 
includes entering the pool or spa with exposed wounds/sores.

7. Please clean up the play area and use disinfectants after play--use the supplies provided 
and do not use the resorts towels for clean-up purposes. This means not using the resorts 
towels to clean up after blood, piss, or scat play.

At DESIRE We Say YES To Play!
 Breath Play--TOTALLY! 

Knife Play--YUP! 
Water Sports--OUI OUI! 
Fire Play--YEAH BABY! 
Blood Play--YAAAAS! 

YES TO DIRTY ROUGH EDGY DELICIOUS SEX PLEASE!!!
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DESIRE Guidelines

Our goal is to provide a safe environment for everyone.  Adherence to these guidelines is 
mandatory.  Violations may result in expulsion from the event with no refund of any monies 
expended.

1. Wristbands must be worn at all times throughout the weekend. 
2. Smoking is not allowed ANYWHERE within the resort.  Smoking and vaping are ONLY 

allowed in the designated area in the resort parking lot or off site.  No medical or adult use 
marijuana (flower or vaping products) is allowed anywhere on site.  The use of edibles or 
other non-smoking options for medical marijuana consumption is allowed on site.  Illegal 
substance use is not permitted anywhere on site.

3. If you choose to drink alcohol, please do so responsibly.  Please do not drink and play.  If 
you are under the influence of alcohol or any recreationally used illegal substance and you 
exhibit poor personal conduct and/or violate any DESIRE rules, you will be asked to leave 
immediately. 

4. Photography, filming, and audio taping are not permitted.  DESIRE staff will be taking some 
photographs (with permission) for the website and archives. 

5. Cell phones may only be used in the lobby, outside of the resort, and in your hotel room if 
you are staying on site.  

6. You may take photos of your Mentoring Session with the express permission of the 
Presenter, and any attendee who will be in the photos with their express permission.  
People who are “No Photos” will have a red wristband. 

7. Please be respectful of our neighbors and be “street legal” as you enter and exit the resort, 
when in the lobby, and when in the designated smoking area.  Clothing is optional inside 
the resort. 

8. Directions from DESIRE senior staff must be followed at all times. 
9. If you have any questions, concerns, or issues, please address them with Bikkja Amy and/

or Naria. 

DESIRE and Terra Cotta Resort are not liable to any participant for injury to person or 
property incurred as a result of attendance and participation at this event. By your entry, you 
acknowledge that you have read these rules, understand them, will abide by them, and that you 
assume all risks incident to your attendance at this event.
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Mentoring Sessions, 1-on-1 or Small Group

Mentoring Sessions 
One of the most unique features of DESIRE is the opportunity for participants to have mentoring 
opportunities with a Presenter.  You can choose either a 1-on-1 mentoring session with a 
Presenter OR a Small Group (up to 5 people) with a Presenter.  Your topic, Presenter, day, and time 
are chosen in advance by you, based on what is available.

Mentor Sessions are first come-first serve, based on when you completed your original 
registration.  If you really need to change your session, please let us know when you check-in.  Be 
aware, that there may not be any other Mentoring Sessions available.  If you didn't get to choose 
a session at all, you may check to see if there are any available sessions open during on-site 
registration.

If you don’t want your mentoring session, please let us know immediately.  There is a waiting list 
for those who either don’t have a mentoring session and/or would like an additional session.

Small Groups
At your scheduled time, go to the Presenter’s room or predetermined spot.  The Presenter will 
mentor the small group at your collective level of experience from novice to advanced.  During 
the Small Group 1-hour session you may ask questions, try new kinks as a bottom, or work on 
improving your topping skills.  If you plan to top, bring a bottom.  If you need a bottom, put a 
request on the message board by the Wall of DESIRE's.  You may only bring a bottom with you as 
long as it’s pre-approved by the Presenter, otherwise the group will get too large.  Final decision 
comes from the Presenter.

1-on-1
At your scheduled time, go to the Presenter’s room or predetermined spot.  The Presenter will 
mentor you at your level of experience from novice to advanced.  During your 1-hour session you 
may ask questions, try new kinks as a bottom, or work on improving your topping skills.  If you 
plan to top, bring a bottom.  If you need a bottom, put a request on the message board by the 
Wall of DESIRE's.  You may share your session with another participant as long as it’s pre-approved 
by the Presenter.  Sharing sessions may be a great way to maximize your experience.  Final 
decision comes from the Presenter.

FAQ
• Your 1-on-1 is NOT a sex based event.
• It is NOT set up as a scene.  Bring your own top or bottom.
• If you are more than 10 minutes late the mentor can leave and the session is canceled and 

not rescheduled.
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Our Host Resort

We are pleased that the Terra Cotta 
Resort has warmly welcomed us to 
their beautiful resort for the 15th 
year of DESIRE.  The owners and 
management of the resort have made 
many beautiful upgrades to the resort 
and have graciously accommodated 
us.  We love the staff, grounds, new hot 
tub, and the pool!  We’re very happy to 
call Terra Cotta our home.  We ask that 
everyone please be respectful of the 
resort property and landscape. 

Both the resort and DESIRE staff will do 
their best to maintain the resorts clean 

and comfortable environment.  Please notify DESIRE staff immediately if you see any problem such 
as dirty bathrooms, empty water jugs, etc.

Hotel Staff 
This is a nudist resort and there are men on staff.  There will be male staff on the premises to clean 
rooms, do laundry, and work in the lobby until the office closes.  Terra Cotta’s owner, John, and the 
manager, Tom, are part of our DESIRE family and staff; they are dedicated to its success.  They do 
their best to be out of our way and be respectful of our space.  Please be courteous to them. 

Restrooms
There are 5 restrooms available for participant use.  There is a public restroom with a shower 
located across from the dining room.  You may use the restroom in the Hospitality Suite, room 25, 
from 10:00am- 12:00am Friday-Sunday.  There are also restrooms in the classrooms, rooms 5, 6, 
and 28, that are available from 10:00am-11:00pm.  (Rooms 5, 6, and 28 are not available during 
workshops, as posted)  Please do not flush any products down the toilets!  

Hospitality Suite 
Room 25 is the Hospitality Suite.  It is open from 10:00am-12:00am for your comfort and 
convenience.  Hours will be posted on the door.  You may use the room to cool down, socialize, 
and relax.  There are snacks out and available for everyone.  There is a refrigerator available for 
those with medical needs.  Please remove your things from the refrigerator by midnight nightly.  
You may not store personal items in the Hospitality Suite.  DESIRE staff will be sleeping in the room 
at night.  Please refrain from having sex or engaging in any SM play in the Hospitality Suite. 

Off Site Smoking Area 
Smoking is not allowed ANYWHERE within the resort.  Smoking and vaping are ONLY allowed 
in the designated area in the resort parking lot or off site.  No medical or adult use marijuana 
(flower or vaping products) is allowed anywhere on site.  The use of edibles or other non-smoking 
options for medical marijuana consumption is allowed on site.  When in the designated smoking 
area, please be sure that your attire is “street legal”.  There is absolutely no play allowed in the 
smoking area!
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Pool and Bath Towels 
Hotel towels are only for the use of guests staying at the Terra Cotta Resort.  DESIRE participants 
need to provide their own towels.  If you bring towels from another resort, remember to return 
them.  We will have DESIRE towels available for purchase.

Water, Gatorade, and Ice
Water and Gatorade are provided and available by the lobby and the Hospitality Suite.  The ice 
machine is located across from the dining room.  You may bring your favorite beverages with 
you.  For the safety of all guests, no glass containers are allowed in the common areas, especially 
around the pool and hot tub.  Remember to stay hydrated!!!

Dungeon Equipment 
Outside play equipment is available for use anytime, day or night.  Equipment is covered in the 
daytime for protection from the heat.  You may uncover equipment for play (please re-cover when 
done!) Some of the equipment may be reserved for use by the presenters for their workshops or 
their one-on-one mentoring sessions.  Please be respectful of the equipment--treat it as if it was 
your own.  Also, please use a barrier--either a chux pad, personal towel (not one from the resort!) 
or sarong between you or your bottom and the equipment.  Most of the equipment will have 
lights with dimmer switches.  You may adjust the lighting as needed.  PLEASE DO NOT MOVE THE 
EQUIPMENT!!!  If you need help with any of the play equipment, please ask Naria or senior DESIRE 
staff for assistance.  PLEASE CLEAN THE EQUIPMENT AFTER USE!!  There are buckets, paper 
towels, and Madacide spray bottles for cleaning throughout the resort and by the Hospitality Suite 
in room 25.

First Aid and Cleaning/Supply Carts
There is a first aid cart available near the Hospitality Suite, room 25.  Jesse, the staff medic, is on 
site and available to administer first aid.  She is in room 19.  Please contact DESIRE staff or security 
person at the door if you require medical assistance.  There are cleaning/supply stations near most 
play areas that contain cleaning supplies and Madacide to sanitize play areas after use.  Please be 
courteous and spray down stations after each use.

DESIRE’s Message Board and The Wall of Desires 
There is a message board on your left as you enter the resort.  Please feel free to use the message 
board to leave for notes for friends, and The Wall of Desires to ask for what you want!  Fulfill Your 
DESIRES! 

We’re Going Green! 
In an effort to be more conscious of the environment, we have given each participant a reusable 
water bottle. Water and Gatorade are provided and available by the Hospitality Suite.  Please be 
sure to put your name on your bottle.  We also have trash bins specifically to recycle cans and 
bottles.

Our Host Resort
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Special Events at DESIRE

Daddy Crone’s DESIRE Kick-Off Dinner at Sherman’s Deli --
Thursday 5:00pm-7:00pm,  401 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way
This event is a DESIRE family favorite tradition!  Daddy Crone can’t host the kick-off dinner this 
year, but this annual event is the perfect raucous gathering of delicious kinky women and food 
that jump starts the weekend!  (Oooh, the pickles!!)  

Flag Your Hanky Ice Cream Social and Meet & Greet -- On Site at The Resort! 
Early Registration!!!!!!!
Thursday Registration: 7:30pm-9:30pm
Thursday Ice Cream Social: 8:00pm-10:00pm
This is your opportunity to flirt and strut your hot, sticky sweet sexy stuff, and start cruising for 
a bruising!  Flag your favorite hanky (or hankies!) mix and mingle, and throw down on some 
decadent ice cream cones, floats, and delicious sundaes!   
**Please note, the pool, hot tub, and play equipment will not be available during this event.**

New Attendee Orientation
Friday 1:00pm-1:45pm, Room #5 
Start off the weekend at an informal meet and greet with the producers of DESIRE Bikkja Amy and 
Naria.
This meeting is designed for first-timers to DESIRE to explain weekend opportunities and answer 
questions.  It’s a great way and time to meet new friends.  Raffle prizes!  Everyone is welcome!
 
DESIRE 2019 Opening Ceremonies & Introductions 
Friday 8:30pm-9:30pm 
Join us as we officially kick-off the weekend!  There will be amazing entertainment, and this 
is when the  presenters, staff, and the newcomers to DESIRE will be introduced.  After the 
announcements, get ready to kick off The Nexus of Desires and get down and dirty and play, play, 
play!!
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The Nexus of Desires 
Friday & Saturday Nights After Evening Ceremonies -- Main Quad
10:00pm--Until We’re Done!
This DESIRE event will kick off the play parties after the Friday Opening and Saturday evening 
ceremonies each night.  The Nexus is an excellent opportunity for all players to try different kinks 
out at various stations with experienced players, in an informal, playful, and wickedly fun way!  
Whether you’re a Top, switch or bottom, or are trying to figure it all out, this is a great way to get a 
taste of something that you’ve always wanted to try.  
**A special herstorical shout out to the Stations of the Cross Party that used to take place in the 
Twilight Zone at the Michigan Women’s Music Festival for the inspiration!**  

Swap Meet
Saturday 9:00am-11:30am 
Don’t miss the swap meet!  Clean your closets and toy bags and bring any fetish wear or toys that 
you don’t use anymore.  Sell your crafts.  Grab a table or lounge chair by the pool and sell or trade 
your stuff – it’s very informal.  If you’re a shopper, come early for best selection – we’re sure there 
are treasures waiting for you. Set up starts at 8:30 am SATURDAY morning.  Just show up and grab 
a table.

Evening Entertainment   
Sunday 8:30pm - 9:30pm
Come join us for hot, sexy and funny performers to entertain us and get the evening play party 
started!!!!

Closing Ceremonies and the Annual DESIRE Hanky Awards  
Sunday 8:30pm - 9:30pm 
The hanky code is a Gay tradition.  In the Leather subculture it is a way to signal the type of sex 
and play one is looking for.  Tops wear their hanky on the left and bottoms wear it on the right.  
DESIRE honors this tradition by acknowledging newly discovered fetishes and BDSM play this 
weekend.  Did you experience something new this weekend?  Did you learn a new skill?  Come 
claim your new hanky!!!

Special Events at DESIRE
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Community Events

These Are Events That DESIRE Attendees Host That DESIRE Supports!!!

Recovery In The Lifestyle (RITL) -- Hosted By Brigette
Ongoing Throughout the Weekend 
Meet & Greet – Friday 7:30pm-8:30pm, Room #6 
Meetings: Saturday & Sunday 7:30pm-8:30pm, Room #6 

Artwork and We are Leather Women Documentary -- Hosted By Carmelle La Sirena
Friday 5:30pm Room 5
A presentation, exhibit and talk by Carmelle La Sirena on her work as an artist. This presentation 
will be showcasing rarely seen photographs and film shorts that make up the Documentary, We 
are Leather Women. * This class does come with Trigger Warning for images containing subject 
matter pertaining to blood, sex and extreme fetishes. Attendees understand there is no late 
admittance and must stay through film short.

The Wheel of Pain -- Hosted By Crys & Ronise
Friday & Saturday 7:30pm-8:30pm, By Room #14
How much can you take?  Do you dare have your kinky fate determined by the random spin 
of the wheel?!!  Challenge yourself (or another!) to take a spin on The Wheel of Pain and join 
Crys&Ronise in some hot and kinky mischief and mayhem!  Prizes!!

A littles Tea Party! -- Hosted by Auntie M. 
Sunday Located in Room 28  
Only 12 spots and Please RSVP 
Perhaps your little would enjoy a good old-fashioned tea party?  You’re in luck because Auntie M is 
throwing one just for you!  You can bring your Big if you want to, but it’s not necessary!

Fat Politics, Liberation vs. Positivity -- Hosted by Arli
Saturday 4:00pm, Located by the Firepit
Join Arli for a special and lively session of discourse on Fat Politics. 

Story Time & Coloring Under the Stars (Wear Your Onsies!) -- Hosted by Auntie M 
(Located by the Fountain) Everyone Welcome, Saturday 11:00pm
Grab a blanket, listen to stories read by Auntie M and color to your little heart's content under the 
beautiful desert stars!

Hat Parade – Hosted By Mistieyes
Sunday 11:00am, Main Quad
This is your opportunity to strut your stuff down DESIRE’s steamy runway in your favorite hat!  
Anything goes--just don’t forget your hat!

Femme Circle Jerk
Sunday 4:15pm, Main Quad
The Femme Circle Jerk has been a favorite event at DESIRE for the last 6 years!  No one leaves the 
circle ‘til everyone cums!
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Thursday, May 30th
5:00pm - 7:00pm COMMUNITY EVENT -- In honor of Daddy Crone who is not attending 

this year: (RSVP on Fet or Facebook)
Dinner at Sherman's Deli
401 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Palm Springs, CA 92262

7:30pm-9:30pm Early Registration

8:00pm - 10:00pm Flag Your Hanky Ice Cream Social and Meet & Greet -- On Site at the 
Resort  (No swimming or play during this event)

Friday, May 31st
10:00am - 8:00pm Registration Open 

10:00am - 12:00am Hospitality Open - Room 25 - Bathroom

10:00am - until 
Monday 10:00am

Play Space and Pool Open

11:30pm-12:30pm Lunch by EPIC

12:00pm - 12:45pm All Presenters Meeting  - Room 5

1:00pm - 1:45pm New Attendee Orientation Room 5

2:00pm - 6:00pm Workshops at 2:00pm & 4:00pm, 1-on-1's and Small Group Mentoring 

6:30pm - 7:30pm Pre-Paid Dinner

7:30pm - 8:30pm COMMUNITY EVENT: Wheel of Pain 
Hosted by Crys&Ronise (near room 14)

7:30pm - 8:00pm Recovery In The Lifestyle Meet & Greet 
Hosted by Brigette Room 6

8:30pm - 9:30pm DESIRE Opening Ceremonies 
Hosted by Sarge!

10:00pm - 11:00pm Nexus of Desires

Saturday, June 1st
8:30am - 2:00pm Registration Open

9:00am - 11:30am Swap Meet (set up starts at 8:30) 1st come, 1st served

9:00:00 AM Registration for 2020 opens - Bikkja Amy

10:00am - 12:00pm Workshops at 10:00am, 1-on-1's and Small Group Mentoring   

10:00am - 12:00am Hospitality Open - Room 25 - Bathroom

12:00pm - 1:00pm Lunch - Included for all Attendees

1:00pm - 6:00pm Workshops at 2:00pm & 4:00pm, 1-on-1's and Small Group Mentoring      

4:00 pm COMMUNITY EVENT: Fat Politics - Liberation vs Positivity 
Hosted by Arli (Firepit)

6:30pm - 7:30pm Pre-Paid Dinner - Catered by EPIC

Conference Schedule
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Saturday, June 1st
7:30pm - 8:30pm COMMUNITY EVENT: Wheel of Pain 

Hosted by Crys&Ronise (near room 14)

7:30pm - 8:00pm Recovery In The Lifestyle -- Hosted by Brigette Room 6

8:30pm - 9:30pm DESIRE Evening of Entertainment
Hosted by Sarge! (Main quad)

10:00pm - 11:00pm Nexus of Desires (Main quad)

11:00 pm Story Time and Coloring Under the Stars (wear your Dypees and 
Onsies!) Hosted by Auntie M. (located by the fountain) Everyone 
Welcome

Sunday, June 2nd
On Call only Registration

10:00am - 11:30am Hospitality Open - Room 25 - Bathroom

10:00am - 12:00pm Workshops at 10:00am, 1-on-1's and Small Group Mentoring     

10:00 am A littles Tea Party! by Auntie M. (location class #28)  
Only 12 spots and you must let us know you want to attend by filling out 
the Mentor form

11:00 am COMMUNITY EVENT: Hat Parade
Hosted by Mistieyes (location  Main Grass)

12:00pm - 1:00pm Lunch - Included for all Attendees

1:00pm - 2:00pm Artwork and We are Leather Women Documentary 
by Carmelle La Sirena (location class #5)

1:00pm - 6:00pm Workshops at 2:00pm & 4:00pm, 1-on-1's and Small Group Mentoring    

4:15 pm COMMUNITY EVENT: Femme Circle Jerk 
Hosted by Mistieyes (Main quad)

6:30pm - 7:30pm Pre-Paid Dinner

6:30pm - 7:30pm Connect with the Producers about your ideas, questions, concerns 
(located on top of "The Fishbowl")

7:30pm - 8:00pm Recovery In The Lifestyle -- Hosted by Brigette Room 6

8:30pm - 9:30pm Hanky Awards and Closing Ceremonies (Main quad)

10:00pm - 11:00pm Nexus of Desires

Monday, June 3rd
8:00 am Tear Down Starts

10:00 am Play Space and Pool Closes - If you are still here after this time, we 
request your help in Tearing Down.

Conference Schedule
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Arli
1950’s household to a Top leaning switch and everything in between, Arli 
has been delighting in BDSM for 35 years. A community disorganizer and 
educator since the mid 90s in her home city of Vancouver, Canada. An 
enthusiastic little, Arli and her Easy Bake oven have been exploring age play 
long before it was acceptable. A proud member of the Vancouver Away 
Team, Arli is delighted to return to DESIRE again this year.

Nexus of Desires:
Sunday 10:00 PM: Canes

Workshop: And Now We are Six! The joys of Age Play, Saturday 10:00am – 11:30am
However you identify age play can be a fun and edgy place to play. Arli May is known to be a 
precocious five year old with a traveling Easy Bake oven. Arli began exploring her little side at a 
time when age play was regularly barred from most public and private dungeons. Over the years 
Age Play has become more and more acceptable and celebrated. Let’s us explore together littles as 
bottoms and tops and the fun that can ensue!

Workshop: The Fun Starts after the Needles are IN, Sunday 2:00pm – 3:30pm
Are you a fan of blood? Do you love screaming and begging? Maybe you are an enthusiastic sadist 
or masochist? This class maybe for you.

Enjoying needle play for more than 20 years for Arli the fun has always been once the needles are 
in. Join her as she discusses and demonstrates how to make the most of the needles. Be it creating 
arts and crafts or inflicting maximum pain this will be a fun and blood filled afternoon.

COMMUNITY EVENT:
Saturday 4:00pm Fat Politics – Liberation vs Positivity – Hosted by Arli (fire pit)

Small Group Mentoring Topics:
Negotiating Aftercare: Friday 5:30pm-6:30pm
Saline Infusion: Saturday 2:00pm-3:00pm

1-1 Topics  
Friday 2:00pm-3:00pm  and  Sunday 4:30pm-5:30pm

Bikkja Amy
Bikkja Amy is the new Co-owner/Producer of DESIRE and the Contestant 
Coordinator for IMsL/IMsBB (2007- current). She has been creating mischief 
in the San Diego and Central Valley Leather Communities for the last 17 
years. True to her Capricorn nature, she jumped right into her career as a 
Kinky Woman when she first moved to San Diego in 2000, by becoming a 
member and board member of Leather and Sisterhood (L.A.S.H.) She then 
became Knight of Leather 2002. She facilitated the San Diego Women’s 
Leather Rap group and co-founded the Modesto Women’s BDSM Forum in 
2004-06. She became Southern California Leather Woman (SCLW) in 2006 

and sat on the board until the title retired in 2015. Bikkja was on The Leather Realm committee at 
San Diego Gay Pride from 2007 to 2017. She has the honor of being Mama’s Bikkja. As a player,
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she is a true Switch who is particularly fond of blood. She spends her time in San Diego with her 
wife, Naria, her submissive and partner “toi”.  She is also Mommy to her little boi, her 2 cats and 2 
dogs, as well as a household of assorted pervs.

Workshop: Bitches be Switches, Sunday 4:00pm – 5:30pm
Not that long ago switches were not highly looked upon because it was perceived that they just 
couldn’t make up their minds about what they wanted. However, many in the Women’s Leather 
Community fully embraced the identity and fucked up the status quo in all of the best ways! 
Whether you’re a true switch, a top heavy or bottom heavy switch, this class will further examine 
the true joys of switching!

Bikkja’s toi, Kelli Kae
Presenter/EPIC Chef/Producer’s Assistant

Kelli Kae aka Bikkja’s toi, is a skilled player and purveyor of sadistic fun. She 
identifies as a gender fluid, poly, switchy service top. Secretly kinky as a 
young adult, she’s now a full-grown, dapper leather boi with over five years 
of proud service and involvement in the San Diego BDSM and California 
Leather scene. She has been an educator in workshop/demos on Shaving, 
Piercing, Saline Infusion, Cutting, Cell Popping, Body Bags, Polyamory, Wax 
Play and Electrical Play. She has volunteered in San Diego Pride’s Leather 

Realm since 2013. She serves on staff for IMsLBB and DESIRE where she grills up tasty barbecue 
under the scorching sun as part of the EPIC Chef Duo.

Nexus of Desires:
Friday 10:00 PM: Vacuum Bag
Saturday 10:00 PM: Vacuum Bag

Small Group Mentoring topics:
Cupping – Blood Friday 1:00pm- 2:00pm

Brigette
RITL
Brigette is a top switchy poly 
leather queer who has 30 
years clean and sober. If you 
are wondering how kink and 
clean/sober can work together, 
or if you just need to feel 
grounded in your sobriety, stop 

in for a brief meeting or check up over the weekend. 
Meetings based on the 12 steps of recovery.
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Carmelle La Sirena
Carmelle La Sirena is an Artist and Leather Dyke that has lived a Leather 
Lifestyle for over 25 years. From humble beginnings in Southern California, 
to Seattle and New York, she has been active in the Leather Community 
for over 25 years. Carmelle’s passion is erotic and fetish photography 
and painting. Her Leather life spans from mentoring newcomers, IML 
Contestants and supporting various Leather causes including but not limed 
to the Leather Heart Foundation. She continues to work on her Photographic 
Documentary, We are Leather and We are Leather Women and is an active 
member of the Leather Contingent in New York City. 

Special Event: 
We are Leather Women Documentary Photographs and Erotic Art Exhibit
Friday 5:30pm Room 5
Carmelle La Sirena will be giving a special presentation and talk on her work and photography as 
an artist in the Leather Community. This presentation will be showcasing rarely seen photographs 
and film shorts that make up the Documentary, We are Leather Women.

Nexus of Desires: 
Saturday 10:00 PM: Caning 

Workshop: Hot Leather Straps, Saturday 2:00pm – 3:30pm
The Art of Sexual Sensation Play
Watch and learn the connection between various techniques used for taking someone on a 
whirlwind ride of erotic and sensual body play. This is a fun, hands-on class using everything from 
hydrotherapy to food to enliven the senses.

1-1 Mentoring Topics:
Friday 1:00pm-2:00pm and Saturday 5:30pm-6:30pm

Carol 
Presenter/Performer
carol has been part of the Southern California community since 2012 and a 
participant at DESIRE every year since. She is in a 24/7 D/s relationship with 
her Daddy for over 7 years. She is an active member and current Secretary of 
the San Diego Girls of Leather. She started performing in Phoenix, AZ in 2009 
as a drag king and femme/burlesque performer and has performed all over 
Arizona, southern California (including at Desire!), and even in Oklahoma 
City and considers performing her “gateway kink”. She is honored to be back 

at Desire for 2019!

Workshop: Your Submission is Not My Submission, Friday 2:00pm – 3:30pm
Co-lead by Carol,  Ronise and Denise
This panel of submissives, bottoms, and masochists will explore the rewards and challenges of 
being on the right side of the slash. The panel will lead discussion on the myth of the “perfect” 
submissive, how to not be a doormat, and protocols that work with your dynamic. However, they 
plan to let the discussion lead them. All are welcome but this is a “right side” focused topic.

Portrait by Sylvia Usle
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Workshop: Finding Power through Performance
Have you ever watched a performance and wished you could join in? Have you ever rocked out in 
your car or in the shower and wished you could do so before an audience? Have you ever wanted 
to take the stage but something held you back? This workshop will work to make performing 
accessible. We will focus on some basic skills for gaining confidence and power as a performer, 
developing a character, and demystifying blocking and simple choreography through learning a 
simple, lip-synched burlesque(or boi-lesque!) style ensemble number. All skill levels are welcome 
and no experience is necessary. No singing or musical skills required.

1-1 Mentoring topics: 
Friday 5:30pm-6:30pm, Saturday 1:00pm-2:00pm and 5:30pm-6:30pm
Sunday 10:30am-11:30am

Crys&Ronise
Presenter/Education Coordinator
Crys&Ronise (Xeta and LoveSexyMuffin on FetLife) have been married and 
in a D/s relationship since 1993 and out in the San Diego Kink Community 
since 2011. They continue to explore new skills and expressions of their 
power exchange while balancing careers and kids. Both enjoy impact, 
breath, and objectification play.

Community Event: 
Friday and Saturday 7:30pm Wheel of Pain Contest (located near rm 14)
  
Nexus of Desires: Sunday 10:00 PM: Caning and Spanking/Slapping

Workshop: Avoiding Con Drop – Keeping Desire Alive, Friday 4:00pm – 5:30pm
Desire makes us feel sexy, open, grounded and connected to our community. When we leave, 
sometimes we crash – HARD. Those feelings fade away and we spend days or weeks feeling 
lethargic, sad, and wounded. Wouldn’t it be amazing to keep those feelings alive after the event 
and throughout the year?

Workshop: Your Submission is Not My Submission, Friday 2:00pm – 3:30pm
Co-lead by Carol,  Ronise and Denise
This panel of submissives, bottoms, and masochists will explore the rewards and challenges of 
being on the right side of the slash. The panel will lead discussion on the myth of the “perfect” 
submissive, how to not be a doormat, and protocols that work with your dynamic. However, they 
plan to let the discussion lead them. All are welcome but this is a “right side” focused topic.

Small Group Mentoring Topics: 
Role Play: Sunday 11:00am-12:00pm

1-1  Mentoring Topics: 
Sunday 1:00pm-2:00pm

Presenters
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Denise 
Presenter/Photographer
Denise is everyone’s favorite (according to her Ma’am) unofficial official 
photographer. If you don’t recognize her from her 14 years in the Leather 
community, it may be because a camera has hidden her from your view. A 
native of Arizona, you may say Denise likes it hot. It is there that she lives 
with her most benevolent Ma’am and a horde of furbabies. She is excited 
and honored to serve on this panel with her fabulous co-leads. She is also 
grateful to the producers, both past and present, for making her part of the 
DESIRE family

Workshop: Your Submission is Not My Submission, Friday 2:00pm – 3:30pm
Co-lead by Carol,  Ronise and Denise
This panel of submissives, bottoms, and masochists will explore the rewards and challenges of 
being on the right side of the slash. The panel will lead discussion on the myth of the “perfect” 
submissive, how to not be a doormat, and protocols that work with your dynamic. However, they 
plan to let the discussion lead them. All are welcome but this is a “right side” focused topic.

Glenda Rider
Glenda Rider co-founded Lesborados in 1991, was the first female Eagle Bar
titleholder as Ms Baltimore Eagle 1992, and in 1993 co-founded FIST– 
Females Investigating Sexual Terrain which celebrates 25 years this summer. 
In 1996, she and Sarah Humble created Play House Studios and Gallery 
which was a community based playspace and art gallery. Glenda was 
also the Owner and one of the Producers of International Ms Leather & 
International Ms Bootblack from 2006 – 2013. Currently serving on the 
BoD of the Mid-Atlantic Deaf Interpreters Fund and residing in Baltimore, 
Glenda’s passions are all about Making Play Happen!!!

Nexus of Desires:
Friday 10:00 PM: Caning/Single Tails
Saturday 10:00 PM: Caning/Single Tails
Sunday 10:00PM: Caning/Single Tails

Workshop: Fisting – Will it Fit?!? , Saturday 10:00am – 11:30am
A ‘Hands On/Hands In’ workshop that covers the basic techniques and safety concerns about 
vaginal fisting. We will explore how being ‘filled up’ can lead to being completely connected to 
your body, your mind, your emotions and your sense of trust. And did I memtion the potential for 
super amazing orgasms?!? Come earn your red hanky!!!

1-1 Mentoring Topics:
Friday 5:30pm-6:30pm, Saturday 3:00pm-4:00pm, and Sunday 1:00pm-2:00pm
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Jae Marie
Presenter/Website Support
Jae Marie, Ms San Diego Leather 2016, who’s pronouns are she/her, is 
a poly, kinky, submissive with a dominant personality, who belongs to 
her Daddy, Leda. You can usually find her behind a bar taking care of 
event goers, flagging her red hankie on both sides, or running around 
volunteering. But let’s be honest, you’ll probably hear her before you see 
her!

Over the years, she’s dedicated herself to serving the community in San 
Diego and now in Seattle. Whether its DMing, teaching, emceeing or just a set of cold hands you 
need, she’s your girl.

Nexus of Desires:
Friday 10:00 PM: Flash and Splash 
Saturday 10:00 PM: Flash and Splash

Workshop: Push, Grab, Pinch, Friday 4:00pm – 5:30pm
Excruciating lovely pain is at your fingertips. Let your inner sadist be entertained by a fun way to 
make them squirm with painful delight with something as simple as your thumbs and elbows.
We will go over the various pressure points on a person’s body and demo what you should be 
feeling for. Come and see how 2 hands and a sadist can make a bottoms day!

Small Group Mentoring
Rough Body Play/Stomping: Saturday 1:00pm-2:00pm

1-1 Mentoring topics: 
Saturday 5:30pm-6:30pm and Sunday 1:00pm-2:00pm

Jesbian Bagheera
Presenter/Lighting
Jesbian Bagheera is a leather femme dandy. She gets down and dirty at 
the SF Eagle bootblack stand as a switchy ashtray. When she is not up to 
her knees in shenanigans and sass, she is volunteering with The SF Little 
Scouts and SF girls of Leather. She has been licking leathers and force 
feeding cupcakes in the community since 2011. She previously held the title 
International Little Miss Little 2014 and Ms California Leather 2017. She 
continues to advocate for Leather Littles everywhere while continuing to 
build her education directory V.I.V.I.D. Leather for POC visibility.

Workshop: Service Littles, Saturday 4:00pm – 5:30pm
This class will explore the concept of Age Play as a Power Exchange with the role of the Dominant 
expressed as a Big and the role of the submissive expressed as a little. We will dig deeper into “the 
service little” defining multiple paths of service. This includes ways to not only give back to Bigs 
but also to the leather community at large. We adapt our class to all age players no matter their 
age and explore the concepts of how to be a “service little” with a can-do attitude. There will be a 
work exercise to begin developing unique service skills and mini tools to take home too.

Presenters
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Workshop: Fuck my Shit up, Please?, Sunday 2:00pm – 3:30pm
Being direct and very blunt seems to be a mystifying artform. But it can be very useful in the scene 
and help navigate social merry-go-rounds. This includes but is not limited to how to say and hear 
the words “No”. It’s going to happen, rejection is apart of life. This class is all about advocating for 
your needs with positive and direct negotiation. It will consist of full participation exercises on how 
to ask directly for your needs and hear the words yes and no gracefully. Because if you don’t ask 
you will never know. And if you don’t listen you won’t learn.

Jesse
Presenter/Medic
Jesse has been part of the BDSM community since 1991 in Phoenix, Chicago, 
San Diego, Los Angeles, and to a lesser degree San Francisco. She is SCLW 
2005, Knight of Leather 2004, and a graduate of J3A in 2008. Jesse is a 
sadomasochistic switch with extensive training in many areas of play. Fun is 
the name of the game!

Small Group Mentoring
Wrap and Relax in the Pool – Pool Mummification: Friday 12:30pm-1:30pm

1-1  Mentoring Topics:
Saturday 1:00pm-2:00pm, Saturday 5:30pm-6:30pm, and Sunday 1:00pm-2:00pm

Lady Steele
Lady Steele has served in the Leather community since 1999 wherein she 
has presented and volunteered across the country. She resides in Atlanta 
where she operates her law practice that serves alternative lifestyles. Lady 
Steele held the position of Social Coordinator for NLA – Atlanta during its 
last incarnation in Atlanta. She is the co-founder and co-lead of the Center 
of Learning and School of Success (C.L.A.S.S.), the Worthless Bastards (Cigar) 
Club (W.B.C. – Atlanta), and The Leather Coterie (T.L.C.). She continues to 
give back to the community as Board Support, convention Attorney, and 

Vendor Coordinator for the Leather Leadership Conference.

Nexus of Desires:
Friday 10:00 PM: Sybian
Sunday 10:00 PM: Sybian

Workshop: Consent: the Common Thread, Saturday 2:00pm – 3:30pm
Consent is key in every single BDSM philosophy from the most strict to the most lax of protocols. 
This discussion will cover three very important areas of consent. First, consent before a scene will 
be discussed. This is where we will talk about negotiation. Second, consent during a scene will be 
discussed. This is where we will talk about the responsibilities of the scene members during their 
particular interaction. Last, we will talk about the consent of bystanders. This is where we will talk 
about scenes involving both intended and unintended bystanders as well as the scene members’ 
responsibility to both kinds of bystanders.
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Small Group Mentoring 
(Sadistic) English Tea Service: Saturday 5:30pm-6:30pm

1-1 Mentoring Topics:
Friday 5:30pm-6:30pm and Sunday 1:00pm-2:00pm

Lauren Marie Fleming
Lauren Marie Fleming is an author, speaker, and writing coach, specializing 
in helping people find and tell their unique life story. She has presented 
workshops all over the world, from kink events to Ivy League Schools, and 
she’s excited to return to teaching at DESIRE, her favorite event of the year. 
http://laurenmariefleming.com/

Workshop: Your best DESIRE!, Friday 2:00pm – 3:30pm 
Set the tone for a weekend of pleasure and delight with this interactive 
workshop. For DESIRE novices and veterans alike, we’ll go through some 

simple writing exercises to help you decide what your needs, wants, and can’t haves for the 
weekend are, and then help you make a plan to make your wildest desires come true. We’ll end 
the workshop with a quick meet-and-greet to connect people with potential play partners.

Small Group Mentoring
Writing to enhance your kink/sex life: Saturday 1:00pm-2:00pm
Negotiating/Writing Contracts: Sunday 1:00pm-2:00pm

1-1 or Small Group Mentoring Topics:
Saturday 2:15pm-3:15pm and Saturday 5:30pm-6:30

Madison
Presenter/ASL Interpreter/Equipment Staff
Madison identifies as a poly, lesbian switch who thoroughly enjoys the Art 
that is D/s, along with the fun of topping and bottoming. As a member of 
the Leather/BDSM community for 18 years, she has presented on Sensual 
Spanking, D/s Protocols and Archetypes, the Joys of Service, and served on 
panels discussing poly relationships, D/s dynamics and ageplay at various 
events around the West/Southwest. Madison serves the Community further 
by offering ASL interpretation at conferences, and happily volunteering for 
the greatest event every year: Desire! Madison has been a member of the 

Society of Janus, the Exiles, APEX and SFGOL.

Nexus of Desires:
Saturday 10:00 PM: Spanking

Workshop: Sensual Spanking, So Much More Than a Smack on the Behind,  
Saturday 4:00pm – 5:30pm
The often overlooked art of spanking tends to be seen as a quick act of foreplay, or a ‘handy’ 
means of punishment. Rarely do we see spanking as a complete scene in itself. I am happy to
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challenge that misconception and show you how spanking can be sexy, powerful, erotic and above 
all, FUN! This workshop is suitable for players of all experience levels and all Leather orientations.

During this workshop we will discuss various spanking styles and purposes, as well as how to 
negotiate a spanking scene. You will then get to enjoy some delicious demonstrations, and if you 
bring along a top or bottom, perhaps even try your hand at spanking, or being spanked, yourself! 
My goal is to have every participant leave with a love of sensual spanking as strong as mine. 
Bottoms up!

Mistieyes
Presenter/Marketing/Advertising
Her Sweet Princess Domina Mistieyes (aka KL) is a San Diego-based lesbian 
and Dominant bottom who enjoys being in control of having her fantasies 
fulfilled through sensation, impact and other forms of play. She entered the 
leather scene in 2012. She has served as Advertising Coordinator for DESIRE 
Leather Women Unleashed since 2014. Mistieyes and her wife, EPIC Chef, 
Brownsexy have been together for 14 years. They are co-Dominants to Carla 
doll, their submissive of five years.

Nexus of Desires:
Saturday 10:00 PM: Sybian

Special Event: 
Femme Circle Jerk Host (Sunday @ 4:15 PM) Area TBD
Hat Parade Host (Sunday @ 11:0 am in the main grass area)

Small Group Mentoring
Vibrator Play/Masturbation – Rm 5: Friday 5:30pm-6:30pm

1-1 or Small Group Mentoring Topics:
Saturday 5:30pm-6:30pm

Monica aka Auntie M
Monica is Owned and Operated by her Lady and has been for over 20 years. 
She considers herself a Queer Poly bottom weighed switch. Some of her 
favorite interests are age play and role play. Her alter ego Auntie M. will be 
telling stories and making tea again this year!!! https://imslbb.org/

Special Event: Stories under the Stars (Saturday @ 11:00 PM) 
Auntie M. will be telling stories to littles and their Bigs under the stars. Come 
listen in a safe space for all. Coloring while listening is encouraged! Some 
coloring books and crayons will be supplied.

Special Event: Little’s Tea party (Sunday @ 11:00 PM) 
This is a very special Tea party for Littles only (Bigs can come watch over their little during the 
party, but not required). We will enjoy our tea party in high style! We will play games for prizes. 
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If you came last year you know this is not to be missed! The party is intended to be for all gender 
littles, please RSVP as space is limited. (You will receive a link to sign up)

Small Group Mentoring:
Little, Middles, Big: Sunday 1:00pm-2:00pm

Naria
Naria Lei B. Jordan is the new Co-owner/Producer of DESIRE, IMsL Dungeon 
Coordinator, Southern California Leather Woman (SCLW) 2012/2013, and 
Ms. San Diego Leather 2002. She is a longtime Radical Sex Perv Poly Daddy 
who has been involved in the Queer BDSM Community for 37 years as a 
practitioner, organizer, activist, and educator in the Kinky Arts. She co-
founded two Women’s-only Leather groups in Washington, DC–Lesborados 
and S/Mazons. She was a co-founder, editor, and writer for the collectively 
published “Black Leather…In Color” and was the facilitator of the Women’s 
BDSM Rap in San Diego from 2007-2014. She was also the Co-facilitator for 

the Women’s BDSM Forum in the Modesto/Central Valley area from 2004-2006. A writer, national 
speaker and presenter, photographer, and fancier of Fine Fierce Femme Women, Naria is a 
relentless sex educator, a misunderstood yet flaming Pisces, a true Water Tiger, and always enjoys 
pushing the envelope–as often as possible! She spends her time in San Diego and Orange County 
with her primary partners, Bikkja Amy and Brigette, as well as 2 cats and 2 dogs, and a household 
of assorted pervs.

Workshop: Sex and Play in the Age of AARP, Saturday 2:00pm – 3:30pm
Getting older is an inevitable fact of life.  It's also a topic that isn't openly and directly discussed in 
the Leather Community, yet it is something that affects, or will affect every single one of us.  What 
are the physical, sexual, emotional, intellectual, and spiritual changes that occur as we get older, 
and how do they impact how we play and express our sexualities and desires?  This workshop is 
open to all ages, with a specific focus on those players who are 50 and over.

Pat Baillie
California born, Pat Baillie is a retired Air Force Major and a trainer by 
profession. Her work with the LGBTQ Community and Diversity are highlights 
of her career. On the leather side, she was Ms. San Jose Leather 1995 and 
then IMsL 1995. She worked to build community through LeatherWomen 
United, Albuquerque Pride, Consent Counts and producing Rio Grande 
Leather in Albuquerque, NM. She is the current Board President of the IMsL 
Foundation focusing on women’s leadership development, digitizing our 
history and creating quality education. She is a boy at heart and is in service 
to Lady Sharrin.

http://www.imslfoundation.org/

Workshop: Butch as an Endangered Species, Saturday 2:00pm – 3:30pm 
In early lesbian days, you were either butch or femme. Since those days the range has expanded to 
include masculine, androgynous, genderqueer, transmasculine, dykes, queers and transguys. What

Presenters
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Presenters
is a butch and what does it mean to walk in the world clearly a woman but often mistaken for a 
man. Come join in the discussion and the discovery.

Workshop: Earn Your Teaching Hanky! Sunday 2:00pm-3:00pm
What’s in your bag of tricks? Being able to teach workshops, whether skills or knowledge based, is 
something you can take on the road with you! Producers are always looking for strong educators. 
Whether you are an experienced trainer or just starting out, there are tricks of the trade that you 
can learn, borrow and make your own in this workshop. How do you up your game and develop 
a presentation that shines and leaves your audience with new ideas and abilities. Join Pat as she 
provides not only the mechanics of developing a course but how to develop materials that build 
respect and challenges others to succeed.

1-1 Mentoring Topics:
Friday 1:00pm-2:00pm, Friday 3:30pm-4:30pm, Sunday 11:00am-12:00pm

Raven Darknights
Raven is the 2018 Mx International Olympus Leather Title holder and 
anything sharp and shiny piques their interest. As the gateway to sensuality, 
brilliant minds are especially compelling. Believing that how one thinks 
affects what one feels and what one does, Raven has explored the intricacies 
of flirtation, seduction, chivalry, and gallantry leading to the power of 
focussed intention.

Of course, razors and blades are sharp and shiny as well and Raven’s passion 
for the alchemy of heat, steel, water, stone and flesh turns a simple daily 

routine into a ritualized spiritual journey not to be missed.
www.ravendarknights.com

Nexus of Desires:
Friday 10:00 PM: Sensation Play
Saturday 10:00 PM: Sensation Play
Sunday 10:00 PM: Sensation Play
Workshop: Hot, Slick, and Smooth – Straight Razor Shave, Sunday 2:00pm – 3:30pm
Does the idea of razor sharp steel on vulnerable skin get your juices flowing? Be a voyeur as 
someone gets all lathered up and Raven’s razor dances with flesh.

1-1 Mentoring Topics:
Friday 2:30pm-3:30pm, Friday 5:30pm-6:30pm, and Saturday 2:00pm-3:00pm
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River Dark with domenique
Presenter/Dungeon Music
River is a Leatherdyke, writer and educator from BC. She came out as a 
pervert in 1991 and has been teaching since 2005. River has presented at 
many local, regional and international events & organizations. She dreams of 
finishing her anthology of erotic fiction and essay, and of a world where her 
poly, kinky, M/s heart is not incongruent with her Muggle life. domenique 
has been River’s property since 2011, but claims to have belonged to her 
from the day they first played. It came out into kink when it was 19 and 
immediately embraced it mind, body and soul.

Workshop: Making Pain Last: How to get the most out of your bottom 
Saturday 4:00pm – 5:30pm
Are you interested in how pain works? Are you interested in how to better help your bottom 
process and cope with pain? Have you and your playmate ever wanted to go deeper physically, but 
instead reached a wall that you can’t seem to get past? Have you ever wanted to push a bottom 
past what they think they can take? This workshop is for sadists who want to learn how to extend 
and deepen the amount of pain their bottom can/will take. Physical techniques, psychological 
techniques, pain management skills and the physiology of pain will be covered. Come explore the 
other side of the wall.

Workshop: The Top and the Art of Topping: The Devil is in the details 
Saturday 10:00am – 11:30am
What is a bottom looking for in a Top? Why do bottoms complain that there is a shortage of good 
Tops? It is a rare bottom who will bemoan the fact that they can’t find a Top who will flog them 
like so, use needles like so, or tie them up like so. Instead they talk about the characteristics of 
the Tops themselves. It is the flavor of the Top, not the specific skills, that is the main drawing 
power – and the glue that holds all the Top’s talents together. Drawing on a theatre background 
and her experience in D/s the instructor looks at the many verbal and non-verbal ways that a Top 
can present/create/re-create her/himself. Archetypes, voice, body language, basic NLP patterning, 
pacing, and scene construction are some of the things that will be explored.

Sharrin Spector
Sharrin Spector, Executive Producer, IMsLBB Productions, LLC found the 
leather community in Seattle in the early 90’s. She connected with a group 
of women and learned not only the craft of canes, blood, and service 
but also what community meant. She was one of the co-producers of 
Powersurge, educator, and owner of Pierce Ink doing body modification 
for over 20 years. Now she produces IMsLBB Weekend attracting over 
800 women and those who love them. She lives in Oakland, CA with her 
“polycule” which includes her girl, her husbutch/boy, a stray wolf, rescue 
cats and a pack of chihuahuas.

https://imslbb.org/
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Workshop: Branding: Or Most Commonly Known As, The Kiss of Fire 
Sunday 4:00pm – 5:30pm
This course will discuss the major aspects of branding. Knowledge of skin, basic anatomy, skin 
types and healing. (SM 201 or permission of the instructor required)

Workshop:  “I Love You, Daddy”, Saturday 4:00pm – 5:30pm
…when service comes in more flavors!
Service…a boy on their knees, head down, hands behind their back…waiting! Hot fantasy and a 
reality for many but what happens when the relationships and energy pulls you to be the top, yet 
still in service. We talk about switching but this is more than that. What if your service is to be the 
Daddy and what does that look like? Join this Daddy and his girl on a journey through service in 
multiple dimensions and how it looks on the outside and how it feels on the inside!

1-1 Mentoring Topics:
Friday 5:30pm-6:30pm and Saturday 5:30pm-6:30pm

T
T is a professional musician and teacher who has been immersed in a rich 
tradition of study and training for over two decades.

A sex-positive, genderqueer polyamorous switch who has been involved
in various BDSM/Leather activities and communities along the West
Coast for about half as long, T spends a lot of time hitting things and 
exploring aspects of a life replete with aspects of mastery and service.

Most recently performing or presenting at Kinkfest, NM Leather Life, and 
Venus’ Playground at Folsom, T is looking forward to presenting at DESIRE in 2019!

Special Event: Opening and Closing Taiko 

Workshop: Cogito Ergo Thud, Friday, 4:00pm – 5:30pm
“I know how to hit!?!” – that’s what you’re probably thinking. Yet there are simple techniques you 
can learn that would enable you to do so much more!

This hands-on workshop introduces practical ways to hit with increased accuracy, increased power, 
minimal effort, and reduced risk of injury. Come learn how to easily control the depth and type of 
impact, from sting to thud, and learn ways to increase the depth of focused connection between 
partners, top or bottom, through impact play.

If you have carpal tunnel, tennis elbow, rotator cuff, neck, back, or knee problems, or if you need 
to learn how to work with or want to prevent developing these issues, this is the session for you!

Workshop: POC Caucus, Saturday, 10:00am – 11:30am
Calling all People of Color! Circle discussion on topics the group would like to discuss around being 
black, indigenous, brown, people of color perverts, BDSM practitioners, sadomasochists, players…

Small Group Mentoring :
Impact Play – Outside: Sunday 1:00pm-2:00pm

Presenters
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Teagan
Teagan fell in love with bootblacking at a young age, doing her shoes before 
church. Although these days her skills are being put to more salacious uses, 
she still identifies as a spiritual bootblack. For her, bootblacking harkens 
back to the foot-washing ritual. Teagan is International Ms. Bootblack 2018, 
and the 20th person to hold that title. She is based in Oakland, CA. During 
her title year she invited our community to “Take Refuge” in the capable 
hands of our bootblacks. She’s the Executive Producer of the San Francisco 
Bootblack Contest.

Workshop:  Under My Boot: Stomping and Bootplay for D/s, Friday 2:00pm – 3:30pm
When asked recently what my favorite toy was, the answer was obvious: my boots. The boots 
we wear are good for more than just looking pretty, they make wonderful implements. Boots can 
not only be used as just a simple impact toy, but they are particularly effective for reinforcing or 
building a D/s dynamic. In this class we will, of course, talk about technique and safety but once 
we get through the basics, there will be some smoking hot demos. Upon leaving this class; you 
will not only have the tools to build a sexy stomping scene you will also leave with the ability to 
incorporate these skills to strengthen your relationship.

Workshop: Put a Hood On It!, Sunday 4:00pm – 5:30pm
Hi. I’m Teagan, and I put hoods on things. Everything is always better with a hood! Got a 
submissive for an impact scene? Put a hood on it! Planning a big needle scene? Put a hood on it! 
Almost every scene can be improved with a little bit of sensory deprivation. Or maybe you enjoy 
hoods just for the experience? Well, have you tried TWO hoods?!?! Put a hood on it! We’ve got 
leather, latex, and neoprene hoods for all to try!

1-1 Mentoring Topics:
Saturday 1:00pm-2:00pm, Saturday 2:30pm-3:30pm, and Sunday 10:00am-11:00am

The Tigress
The Tigress (they/them) is a polyamorous, pansexual bicycle-riding nymph! A 
trans, genderqueer alien, they love fucking with the gender binary! A switch 
and proud of it, they revel in dominating, yet relish in taking a good, hard 
spanking. A proud slut, a body and sex positive orgy-enthusiast, this tiger is 
primal and ferocious, yet playful and protective. They will rip you apart and 
then purr like a kitten, and they’ll do it all with enthusiasm. A true hedonist 
and food sexual exhibitionist that loves to fuck with feet, they are constantly 
learning, growing, and evolving. Above all, The Tigress values consent, sexual 
health, and communication, and actively strives to bring attention to these 

issues. Their true passion is community organizing, especially in the queer and kink realms, and 
they dream of more inclusive, diverse, queer kink spaces. Oh yeah, and dismantling the cis-het 
white patriarchy.

Have questions about trans/non-binary/genderqueer/agender identities? Please feel free to ask 
me! I am happy to hold space for you.
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Workshop: Trans, Non-Binary, GNC, Agender and Genderqueer Caucus 
Friday 4:00pm – 5:30pm
This is a safer space for folx who identify as trans, non-binary, GNC, agender, genderqueer, and 
other non-cis-gendered gender identities. This discussion will center the voices of non-binary, 
genderqueer, queer, trans, and disabled folx and survivors. Racism, transphobia, homophobia, 
ableism, misogyny, and body-shaming will not be tolerated, and will be called in or called out.

Possible Points of Discussion (but not limited to the following):
• How can we make DESIRE, as well as other BDSM and kink spaces, safer for trans, non-

binary, GNC, agender, genderfluid and genderqueer folx?
• Our experiences of being trans and/or holding non-binary/non-cis-gendered identities in the 

kink community
• Trauma-informed kink, BDSM, and play

Z
Z is a drummer, teacher, dancer, retired massage therapist, and enthusiastic 
bottom.

Special Event: Opening and Closing Taiko

Workshop: Tissue Rolling, It’s therapeutic!! 
Friday 2:00pm – 3:30pm
Tissue rolling is a simple myofascial massage technique that can be 
exquisitely painful for the bottom and requires relatively low exertion for the 

top. Grab, twist, roll; snap, crackle, pop. This hands on workshop will explore techniques as well as 
safety concerns for this sadistic, yet therapeutic, massage technique.

Small Group Mentoring
Sadistic Massage – Outside: Saturday 1:00pm-2:00pm

1-1 or Small Group Mentoring Topics:
Sunday 1:00pm-2:00pm
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 Equipment Staff
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DA KINE MAHALO’s!
First and foremost, we want to say to Olga and blu, “Mahalo nui loa” (Thank you very much!) for 

creating the wonderful and wild adventure that is DESIRE.  WE LOVE YOU!!! 
 

A SPECIAL KINE SHOUT OUT!
For 15 years of service, dedication, attendance, and support to DESIRE:

Kay, Jesse, Ms. Diana, Christine X, Sirbull and Olga & blu!
Mahalo Sista’s!

We want to thank our families, friends, and loved ones that have given so much to us personally 
and to DESIRE in so many ways.  We deeply appreciate your love and support--especially over the 
last few weeks--and for always having our backs along the way as we’ve embarked on this year’s 

production of DESIRE.  Mahalo!

We’ve been very blessed with some incredible staff in helping us produce DESIRE this year.  A 
heartfelt thank you to our talented and committed crew for helping us with the production of 

DESIRE 2019.  They have all have contributed immeasurably, and we deeply value their hard work 
and dedication.  Mahalo!

Senior Staff:
Kelli and Lulu -- Producers Assistants

Viking -- Equipment Coordinator
Crys -- Education Coordinator

Karen R. -- Volunteer Coordinator
Kelli and slave Jerri -- Food Coordinator
Cuddlebug -- Registration Coordinator
Madison -- Accessibility Coordinator

Sarge -- On-Site Coordinator

Little Red, Jessie, Little Bad Daddy, Madison, Mickey aka mars, Mickey Rebel,  Scarlett, Shilo, 
Sirbulldyke, The Tigress, Viking and all the Volunteers

 Set-Up/Tear Down and Truck Load In/Out
 

Denise -- Photographer
domenique - Music
Ian -- Program Book

Indy and Madison -- Interpreter
Jae Marie --Website Support

Jesbian -- Lighting
Jesse -- Medic

JustJack --Security/Food Service
Little Bad Daddy -- Audio

Lieke -- Registration
Mistieyes -- Program Marketing/Advertising Coordinating   

Turtle -- On-Site Coordinator
Shelli & Kelli, EPIC Catering -- Friday Lunch and BBQ Saturday Night

Jesse -- First Aid
Shilo -- Artist & Equipment Crew

Da Kine Mahalo!
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Da Kine Mahalo!

More Special Kine Mahalo’s

To our Presenters for graciously sharing with us their time, energy, and knowledge --
Arli, Bikkja’s toi Kelli Kae, Brigette, Carmelle La Sirena, Carol, Crys&Ronise, Denise, Glenda, Jae 

Marie, Jesbian, Jesse, Lady Steele, Lauren, Madison, Mistieyes, Monica aka Auntie M, Pat Baillie, 
Raven Darknights,  River Dark with domenique, Sharrin, T, Teagan, The Tigress, and z.  Big kine 

mahalo’s!

To all participants who volunteered and gave their time and energy throughout the weekend, 
Mahalo!

A special mahalo to the owner, management and staff of Terra Cotta for welcoming us, taking 
care of our needs and requests, and allowing us to freely do what we do.

Mahalo to GNO/GqNO--now known as Ravage -- For over $1,500 donated to the scholarship fund.

We want to thank EACH OF YOU for attending DESIRE and co-creating this incredible weekend 
with us!

We especially want to thank ALL OF YOU that keep coming back year after year, and have become 
such an important part of our lives.  You are our family and community, and our lives are richer 

because of you. 
 Much Aloha!

Brigette, Carla, Crys&Ronise, Duff, Kelli, Lauren,  Lulu, Mistieyes, Shelli, Mickey, Sarge, Scarlett -- 
For loving us and always being here and helping us with anything we’ve needed this past year. 

FROM THE TOPS, SWITCHY, AND BOTTOMS OF OUR HEARTS, MAHALO!!!
With much Aloha, 

~Bikkja Amy & Naria~
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DESIRE provides your lunches on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday

Local Restaurants:
The Resort is centrally located and minutes to downtown Palm Springs.  There are a wide variety 
of restaurants and fast food choices in the area.  Driving on Palm Canyon Drive (Highway 111) and 
Ramon Road is a good way to find them. 

Nearby Shopping/Restaurants
There a 2 shopping areas at the corner of Ramon and Sunrise Highway down the street from the 
the Resort.  

One close shopping area at the Northwest corner of Ramon Rd and S. Sunrise Way includes the 
following:

• Ralphs (grocery store) CVS (pharmacy)
• Panda Express
• Fresh Juice Bar
• CVS (pharmacy)

One close shopping area at the Southwest corner of Ramon Rd and S. Sunrise Way includes the 
following:

• Aspen Mills Bread  
• Monsoon Indian Cuisine
• Nature’s Health Market & Cafe

Local Resources

• Starbucks
• Mario's Italian Cafe
• Subway

• Nina's Pita & Pizza
• Swiss Donut
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Adult Novelty Shops:
• Not So Innocent - 2100 N. Palm Canyon Drive, Palm Springs, CA  92262
• Gear Leather & Fetish - 650 E. Sunny Dunes Road #1, Palm Springs, CA  92264
• Q Trading Co. - 606 E. Sunny Dunes Road, Palm Springs, CA  92264
• Skitzo Kitty 73221 CA-111 b, Palm Desert, CA 92260 

Leather Bars:
• Tool Shed - 600 E. Sunny Dunes Road, Palm Springs, CA  92264
• The Barracks - 67-625 E. Palm Canyon Drive, Cathedral City, CA  92234

Custom Leather & Repairs:
• Off Ramp Leathers - 650 E. Sunny Dunes Road #3, Palm Springs, CA  92264

Other Resources:
• Lowe’s - 5201 E. Ramon Road, Palm Springs, CA  92264
• Home Depot - 5200 E. Ramon Road, Bldg A, Palm Springs, CA  92264
• WalMart - 5601 E. Ramon Road, Palm Springs, CA  92264
• Trader Joe’s - 67-720 E. Palm Canyon Drive, Cathedral City, CA  92234
• Target - 67-750 E. Palm Canyon Drive, Cathedral City, CA  92234  

Local Resources





Early Registration For DESIRE 2020 
Begins On Saturday Starting At 9:00am!
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